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CRITERICN-IKFIREMED TESTING IN MIEIGN LA/CLACK TEACHING

Small Tokolo

1 Objectives - leeching - ovolustiont the pol'oloble of

match

Ono of the biggest problem is i. elleml
activity Is how to retch objectives, thlat Jed veluet
Ion. In other words, how the "intended cerrieetem0 Is

trnsformed Into the "Implemented curriculum° and fleetly

Into the "roolixod curriculum" is ne simple wetter, Toot

book writers end embers Interpret the Ihteadd

curriculum end "Implement" it to a certain extents they
cover some points thoroughly, some in mte sorcery wept

do not tch same points et ell, end by cebtrot, leash
some contents not mentioned In the intended curvietamok

Students, In turn, been ("resits") the implemented

curriculum to crtin extent. The links between the
throe concepts ere Illustrotot In the following figure.

INTERIM)

CURRICULUM

INPLEIENTED
CURRICULUM CINIAICULIM

EVALUATION

The broken lines ore Intended to IlIatroto theft there see

no simple ways of getting from one stooge In the process to

another. There is lot of intorpretotion end this moms

that there Is need to develop explicit and rigorous

procedure! rules to mak such Interpretation loss ed hoc.

Tests end examinations ore distinguished from eval-

uation. This Is moment to convoy the Ides that ovoluotion

is s brooder (suporordinsto) term then tooting. It Is oleo

meant to suggest that toots end examinations are not

necessary for making oveluations. EvolustIon moons melting

Judgements about the worth (merit, value) of something. In

ell walks of life we are conetently making such judge-

ments. In ducetion, evolustion usually moons compering
whet has boon loomed to whet was Intended to be taught.
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Such judgements may be based on observation alone, butwhen properly made aid used, tests can naturally givevaluable contribution to making correct
evaluations. Testsare only one of the ways of getting data
(infirmation) formaking eveluationz.

2 Criterion- and
Norm-Referenced Measurement

it was estimated that there were some 600 referenceson criterion-referenced
measurement towards the end of the1970's. Practically all of them were published during thatdec(.de. Yet,

criterion-referenced measurement is not suchnew idea.

E. L. Thorndike wrote about the difference betweenabsolute and relative
measurem.nt some seventy years ago.Around 1950 Vahervuo in Finials(' carried out severalstudies on absolute and relative grading and on theirtheoretical basis. Still, it was in qn article by RobertGlaser in 1963 that the term

"criterion-referenced test"was introduced. The ides was favorably received but it diinot lead to further work until in 1969 when Popham andHUsek took up the concept and explicated further some ofits implications.

Programmed learning and the behavioral objectivesmovement (e.g., NWotr, 1962) were a major source in theemergence of criterion-referenced measurement. Carefullyoutlined teaching programs will not lead to normaldistribution of scores if the programs are, indeed,effective. There should be high percentage of highscores and decrease in variance. The letter is problem-atic for classical
test theory, because molt of its in-dices rely heavily on variance. Thus, it seemed necessaryto conclude that

variance-based estimates of test re-liability are less appropriate in mastery-type instruct-ional programa since they would unjustifiably labelcriterion-referp, ed tests as being of low reliability.New approaches were c)esrly needed (Popham end Husek,)969).

Another molar sour:e, which is related to programmedlearning and individualized
learning programs, is the workdone to discover learning hierarchies and curriculum(task) hierarchies (Gagne et al, 1962; Resnick, 1967).This aork revealed thot the testing of learning outcomesrequires a thorough analysis of the subject matter as apreliminary step to item construction.

Criterion - referenced
testing hos been defined in anumber of ways. According to Perk (1900e), at lerat fiftydifferent definitions tave been propose( since Glaser'sfirst paper. Perhaps he most concise

definition has beensuggested by Popham (1978, p. 93): "A
criterion-referencedtest is used to ascertain an individual's status with

4 BEST COPY AVAILABLE.



espect to mil-defined Wheelers! domain." This mon
that the intrprtbility of the test result is of primary

concern. Whres in aormrefrencd mesuronent on

individual's test score derives Its moaning mainly from
Its relationship to the scores of ether examileme (relt-
ive intrprttion), the scores on criterion-referencod
test derive their mooning from the scores' relationship to
class or domain of teaks (absolute interpretation). Thus
domain score con be interpreted in terms of whet on

Indlvidul con do end whet he comet 114 end It oleo Indic-
ates whet proportion of ell possible teaks (item) of the
whole 1 im onivere the individual could have solved If

they wore administered to him tether than only mple of
them. A domain score lords itself to absolute Interpretot
Ions end can be used both for qualitative end quantitative
descriptions (whet is metered end how much is metered).

Severe' terms for this kind of testing have been pro-
posed within the criterion-referenced movement. Ebel
(1962) proposed s term "contintteundird test" to describe

test which produces test scores ;Arch rianoks whet per-
centg of systematic sample of defined tasks perish

has solved correctly. Osborn (1116111) used the term sad-
vrse-dfInEd test" to refer t e test which produces on

unblsa estimate of his score in an explicitly defined
Item content universe. Hively (1973) prefers the term

"domin:referencsd test" is lees ambitious term than
unTverse-aefTrill test:Terser (Me) he advocated the use
of adurntric (rather then trdition1 psychometric) tests

to measure within-individul growth (comptence) instead
o f btwen-Individual differences (ability, intelligence).

The tern "objectives-based test" has sometime boon

used es a neer-synonym for criterion-referenced toots. If

the items ere simply derived from bhviorl objectives

without a strictly predetermined procedure, however,
objectiv -based tests do not lend themselves to criterion-
eferenced interpretation.

The term nmeetery test" h been derived mainly from

the mastery learning system developed by diem (D6$,
1971), largely on the basis of the model of school learn-

ing proposed by Carroll (1963). The main purpose of
mastery tests is to help In the classification of students

e s masters or nommostrs of en objective in order to

facilitate the management of en "ndividuellzed teaching
program,

If one were shown test which only contained the

Instructions to students end the test items, it would be

difficult to say whether the test is criterion-refer-

enced test or norm-referenced test. In order to be able
to make that decision It is necessary to know how the test

was ereduced. It Is in the work prior to the ssembTi oT

test filer most of the effort needs to be spent In produc-

ing criterion- referenced test. Differences between two

5
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forme of criterion-referenced testing (domain-referenced
end mastery tests) end norm-referenced testing are summar-
ized In Table 1. The first five stages in the development
of tests refer to the planning stage end the rest to the
technical aspects of testa and their uses.

3 Stages in test Construction

3.1 Specification of Content

It Is in the specification _of thecontent_dorrein that
the greatest cherieng end also the greatest merit of
criterion- referenced testing lies. In traditional norm-

rfrnced tests the content limit,. are only oartialiy
specified. Short instructional and behavioral objectives
ere used as the basis for item generation. As Bormuth
(1970) and Anderson (1972), among others, have shown,

there is so much room ieft for interpretation that the
items may reflect the characteristics of the test con-
structor more than those of the instructional program. Too
much room is left for creativity, which according to Pop-
ham (1978, 1980), is not as desirable as strict adherence

to the content limits. Several methods have been proposed
for making domain specification more adequate. These will
be discussed below in some detail, since this is zrucil
part of all criterion-referenced measurement.

Item Transformations

Bormuth (1970) has suggested that linguistic analysis
based on transformational grammar could be used to make
explicit the methods by which items are derived from

statements of instructional objectives. Oormuth advocates
operationalism as way of introducing rigor into item

construction and sees syntactic operations es promising
way to do this. His method is illustrated below. it Sows
some item transformations that have been performed on a
sentence "The older sister put out the fire." Using syn-

tactic transformations several comprehension questions
could be asked about the sentence.

Transformation Name Question

Echo

Tag

Yes-No

The older sister put out the
fire?

The older sister put out the
fire, didn't she?

Did the older sister put out
the fire?

-aEST COPY AVAILABLE.
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Noun deletion

-13'

Oho put out this firs?
Whet did eh* older elite, put
out?

Noun mmdIfier deletion Minh sister pet seen the
fire?

It seams obvious that ilionouth's moths* is useful

tool for generating items tootle. the ooMpeoho011ion of

written end spoken discourse. Anderson (1972) provides

some other examples of ways of gonereting quotthatil to

test discourse comprehension. is meekness if thee,

methods le, however, that the amphselo to on dentist's

level operetione pother then discourse level snits. Recent

work on discourse analysis by Holliday and Hinson, von

Dijk, Meyer end others wilt be of use in moving from

sentence to discourse-level testing.

pping_Sentence

Mapping sentences ere used in feast analysis davelop-

e d by Cuttme (1969). Facet enelyele son be used to de-

scribe the bumderles end structure of e domain of testing

conditions. Facets ere thee. dimensions or chatectoelctice

on which items in e given &mein can differ. Facet anal-

ysis was used by the present writer in 19110 In en ettampt

to conceptuellse the domain of written composition for the

lEA InternetIonel Study of Written Caspooltion. The first

e ttempt is illuAteted below. (For 1st*, version, see

Tekele, 1902.)

Millman (19711) oleo used facet analysis in his study

of how the form end content of items ere foisted to item

difficulty.

Amplified Objectives

After finding out that item generation on the beefs

of traditional beheviorel objectives vise subject to too

much Interpretation end that using item forms was too

demanding and led to "hyperopecificite, Popham (1920)

worked with the so-celled amplified objectives. Ae the

nem, suggests, these are more detailed toms of beheviorel

objectives. They include 1) brief :_etement of the

objective, 2) sample item, end 1) en amplified objective

which specifles (a) the testing situation, (b) response
eiternetive, and (c) criteria of correctness. The follow-

ing example illustrates amplified objectless.
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TABLE 1. Characteristics of Two Types of Criterion-Referenced Tests and of

N:rm-Referenced Tests (adapted from Millman, 1974, and Berk, 1980).

Stages of

Development

Alternative Conceptualizations
Criterion-Referenced Testing

Bassin-Referenced Mastery

Norm-Referenced

Testing

1. Specification
of Content
Dwain

2. Item Con-
struction

3. Specification

of Item
Domain

4. Item Analysis

Maximo specification
of content limits

Methods:

1. Item transforma-
tions

2. Mapping sentences

3. Algorithms

4. It forms

S. Amplified objec-
tives

6. Test specifics -
eions

Generation rules

Infinite or finite
item universe

Purpose to detect
flawed items

Methods:

1. A priori judge-
ment of iter-
abjectly,: con-

gruence by sup
Jett matter
experts

2. A posteoriori com-
putation of item

statistics

5. Item Selection landom
from Item
Universe

Content limits only
partially specified

Methods:

Instructional and
behavioral objec-
tives

Traditional rules

Infinite ?

Purpose to detect
flawed items

Methods:

Nonrandom (?)

8

Content limits only
partically specified

Methods:

Instructional and
behavioral objec-
tives

Traditional rules

Infinite 7

Purpose to select
items

Methods:

A posteoriori comew
tatioh of item
statistics

Nonrandom



TAKE 1 (cant.).

r1S

Stages of

Development

1.01
Al ternative Concepteelleetion8

Criterion - Referenced Testing

Domain-Referenced Nestery

Non -I feramed

Testing

6. Cut-off Score Optional

Selection

7, Validity Content

Construct

Decision

8. Reliability I) Consistency of
decisions
e

2) Dependability

(e(A))

3) Error of measure-
sent or estimate
around domain
score using or
other indices

9. Score Inter- Performance in rela-
pretation Lion to domain (level

of functioning)

Performance in rela-
tion to required
level of mastery

Required

Content

Criterion-related

Construct

Decision

Consistency of
dgcisjons

Performance in rel.tion

to required
level of mastery

10. Item and Test Not required Not required
Variance

Ripared (T)

Citterion -palatal

Traditidiel.pro-
cedures (bated on
correlation)

Performace in role
tlon to Other
examinees

Required

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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A. Activity

1. Receive
2. Send

has/is

a/an

Mapping Sentence for the Domain of Writing

Following Guttman's Facet Analysis Scheme

B. Channel C. Content/topic D. Communication Partner

1. auditive message which
2. visual deals with

E. Role relationship between
addressor and addressee

1. self

2. school
3. howa town
4. hobbils
5.

6.

and whose

F. Degree of publicity/
Tormally

1. a higher social status 1. private
2. an equal social status

and which is 2. seri-public
3. a lower social status 3. public
4. identical with addressor

consisting of

G. Input-output relationship

(stimulus-response)

1. repetition of input

2. modification of input
3. internal input

and whose
purpose is

1. addressor
2. addressee

H. Function

1. to preserve the message (documentative)
2. to inform (referential)
3. to persuade 'emotive)
4. to describe (descriptive)
5.

6.

Different configurations of variables lead to different rhetorical modes (narrative, exposition, argumentation, etc.)

Examples;

A2 + 82 + C2 + D2 + EI F3 G2 HI a personal letter to a friend
A2 82 C2 Di E3 s F2 + 64 H2 letter of application

10
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Objectives Given ontince with must op verb emitted,

the student will sleet front two 'ritornellos*
the word which most specifically or concretely
completes the sentence.

Semple Item

Directionss Mark en "X" through one of the words In
parentheses which makes the sentence de-

scribe clearer picture.

(simples The racer (tumbled, went) down the hill.

Amplified Objective

Testing Situation

1. The student will be given simple sentences with
the noun or verb omitted and will be asked to mark en
"X" through the one word of given pelf of alternat-
iv words which more specifically or concretely cam
plates the sentence.

2. Each test will omit nouns and verbs in approx-

imately equal numbers.

3. Vocabulary will be familiar to third or

fourth-grade pupil.

Response Alternative.

1. The student will be given pairs of nouns or

pairs of verbs with distinctly varied degrees of de-

scriptiv power.

2. In pairs of verbs, one verb will either be
linking verb or en action verb descriptive of general
action (e.g., is, goes), and one verb will be an act-
ion verb descriptive of the manner of movement in-

volved (e.g., scrambled, skipped).

3. In pairs of nouns, one noun will be abstract or
vague (e.g., men, thing), and one noun will be con-
crete or specific (e.g., carpenter, computer).

criterlon.of Correctness

The correct answer will be an "X" marked through
the more concrete, specific noun or through the more
descriptive action verb in each given pair.

(Sources Allinson, 1974)

While amplified objectives clearly define the mea-
sured domain end specify item generation in greeter detail

then simple behaviorel objectives, Popham (1940) observes

11



718

that this attempt to "shoot for just the right balance be-
tween clarity end conciseness" fatted. There was still toomuch roan left for the personal interp.etation of itemwriterz.

Test Specifications

Experience with amplified objectives le, Popham nndhis colleagues to believe that a so-celled limited focus
strategy was desirable. This means that the strategy is to
focus measurement and to limit it to "a smaller number ofassessed behaviors, but to conceptualize these behaviors
so that they were large scale, important behaviors thatsubsumed lesser, en route behaviors" (Popham, 1980, p.21)

The teat specification consists of 1) a short general
description, and 2) a sample item, which give the reader ageneral idea of what the test might contain. These arefollowed by 3) a de'alled specification of the stimulus
attributes ant' 4) response attributes including specific-ation of the correct answer and, in the case of multiple
choice items, of the reasons for various distractors. The
test specification is illustrated below (Takata, 1984).

Domain Specification and Item Generation Rules for
Vi4cebulary_SizeAssessmint

Behavior

(1) When given r Finnish word in writing, the student
can produce an acceptable English equivalent in writing
(recoil or active vocabulary). (2) When given an Englishword in writing, the student can produce en acceptable
Finnish equivalent in writing (iecognition or passivevocabulary).

St.mulus specification

The vocabulary presented in the core teats and extra
(optional) texts in widely used English textbooks islisted. A stratified random sample is selected from the
universe of such word lists. The words are presented with-
out providing any context. Some of the words are used tomea$ure both the passive and active knowledge of word
meanings.

Response specification

The student has to write the response in the spaceprovidd for that purpw;,..

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Scorng

The responses ere scored 0 - 1. A semantleally

acceptable end understandable rapertas, which way contain

spelling errors, Is scor4 1. in scoring active vocabul-

ary, the decision Is based on how th, written English ward

would sound if reed loud. Thus, the student will got full

marks If ile/st-e has silvan the English equivalent of the

Finnt wor "tele es "haus° instead of houses, Claes

"hsu. in Finnish orthography -orresponds to the way

"house" is pronounced in English.

Somas items

Instructions: "In this test you can show how well you

know the English vocabulary included In your Course work.

Below sr presented numb!! of Finnish wards. tour task

Is to write the English equivalent on the line above the

Finnish word. Write the word even if you may not be quite

sure about the correct spelling, Inc psling mistakes

are minor consideration in scoring."

talk

puhue

"Write !ne Finnish equivalents of tha following Enylish

words."

Popham (1900, 1901) feels that test specifications
like the coo shown in the above constitute ressonebls

balance between clarity end conciseness so that busy

people like teachers might, not be put off by extreme

specricity. Test specifications con also contain e

supplement, which can give additional guidanc: in how to

select stimuli, how to phrase questions, and so on.

3.2 Size of Domain

The proper size of the domain Is, as so many issues

In te.ting, ultimately dependent on the purpose of the

test (measurement). A fairly large domain is appropriate

if we are Interested in more general forms of "terminal

13
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behaviors" (i.e., we are doing "summatIve" evaluator and
giving grades). A more limited domain definition is re-
commended when we are more interested in "en-route" be-haviors and need information for deciding whether we need
to review some matters with all students or give remedial
help to some students ("formative" and "diagnostic"
evaluation). Let us Illustrate the issue of domain sizewith some concrete examples. Compare the following domain
definitions.

1. Student can speak English
2. "..dent can ask for information in English
3. Student can ask about (a) time in English

(b) place
(c) cost
(d) another person's feelings
(e) another person's preferences
(f) another person's opinions
(g) another person's advice

etc., etc.
4. Student can ask for

(a) conformation of information (i.e., make yes/no
questions)

(b) lacking information (make questions with HOW,
WHAT, WHEN, etc.)

5. Student can make questions with WIAT
6. Student knows what WHAT means
7. Student knows how to spell/pronounce WHAT

Points 1 end 2 are probably too broad dama,n definit-
ions to be of much use to language teachers. Levels 3 and
4 are probably cf appropriate size for summative evaluat-
ion. Levels 5 through 7 might be considered for diagnostic
iurposes.

Follacing Baker (1974) and Popham (1975), it should
be emphasized that we should not test trivial matters be-
cause that may lead to excessive testing. We should only
test Important matters end reserve as much time as poss-
ible for teaching and learning. Our teat. should includeonly such items that contain those features and elements
whose variation makes a difference in student response
(Millman 1974). To take a simple example, it probably
makes no difference whether we use "he" or "she" to testwhkther students car use the s-form in the simple present
ease. If this is so, it is superfluous to have two items,

one with "ti,." end one with "she".

Trying to concretize further the issue- o'
size, it is probably not useful to treat as a d
thing that can be tan id learned in .tae le
other han-I, if something takes a whole term

I

probably is hP,it divided into more than ote do,

14
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3.3 Levels of Measurement

Knowledge and skiii ere not dicheteheue phenomena,
i.e., it Is seldom the case that we either know end can Is
something or do not know or cannot do it. There its
various degrees of knowledge and various levels of skill.
Knowledge can be partial or complete, and skill can range
frau that of a novice to that of Meets' (expert). Cal of
the most Important points to keep in wind In all Oieselth
went and tustIng Is that It hOuld sensitivelY poet,*
such a range of knowledge and skills. Ws do h'iliseetviee
to teachers and students, end undermine the tele if the
school, if me measure only st higher leVele end thus
underestimate the offectireness of teething end learning.
This principle can be illustrated by the following filets.

knowledge/
Level of

skills

Zee-.

'tan/Tasks

The author has discussed this question In greeter
detail In his dissertation which dealt with ettebuiery
learning. Cur to space limitations, en interested reader
is referred to that publication (Tekelr, 1964, 55-570 65-
67; 64-65). See also Appendix 1.

4 Con;truction and Selection of Items

In the construction of items certain general rules
have been devised for producing traditional norm-refer-
e nced tests. Such advice is presented in a number of books
which deal with testing and evaluation. Nbet of these
rules ere also applicable to criterion-referenced measure-
ment. The only difference is that more stringent demands
e re eat for the procedure In item generation. It is, for

Instance, very IMpurtent to stick to the ilh4to Set for
the stimulus and rudpOns0 characteristics. Convergent
rather then divergent creativity is needed In item gener-
ation. Work carried out by Carroll (1966, 1976) is of

Interest In this respect even If It Is not In the main-
stream of criterlon-referenced measurement. Reid and Hale-

15



dyne (1980; 1982) also provide useful review of Facet,.
advances in the item-writing technology, including
computer-based methods (cf. also Mli:dmin 1980). They note
thst the major positive result of the increased attention
to the process of item writing is the heighteneu concern
for the logical congruence between instruction and test-
ing.

Once the rules for domain definition and for Item
generation have been worked out, it is necessary to con-
sider specific items. finlike in norm-referenced testing,
it is necessary in criterion-referenced testing co know
what the universe of items is that represent6 the defined
domain content. Thls universe can be finite o: infinite.
As Millman (1973) points out, it is not necessary that the
population of items actually exists. Wtat is necessary,
though, is that the domain is so well described that a
high agreement can be reached about what tiems are and
what are not members of the population.

Further, unlike in norm-referenced end mastery tests,
it is necessary to drew a rAndoimAample from the universe
of all possible items because only this procedure makes it
possible to produce an estimate of the ex.-ttinees' total
domain scores. Random sampling of items is needed in order
to make it possible to generalize into the whole domain
tested. It is generally assumed that 10-20 items are
needed to measure a given content domain.

5 Validity as an Issue in Criterion-Referenced Measurement

Criterion - referenced teats are more and more often
used in monitoring *ndividual progress through objecfives-
based instructional program, Normative teeting), to dia-
gnose learning problems (diagnostic testing), to evaluate
educational and social programs (program evaluation), and
to assess level of performance on certification and
licensing examinations. The usefulness of such applicat-
ions depends heavily on the validity of the procedures
undertaken in such testing.

According to i-lambleton (1980) validity considerations
in criterion-referenced testing arise at thee steps: 1)
the selection of objectives (content domain), 2) the
measurement of objectives (content domain) included in the
criterion-referenced ter., and 3) the uses of test scores.

Validity is a difficult topic in all measurement and
criterion - referenced measurement is no exception. Term-
inology varies quite a lot so that different terms are
usea to designate the seine character;stie 1 !ne same
term is used to designate somewhat different thing. There
.ire also sone fundamental confusions that have persisted
for a long time.

16



As Cronbsch (1911), Messick (1979) (MO
have pointed out, a major conceptual ',Ousters arise, from

the fact that content validity is focused on test forme

rather than test scores, on instruments tithe* Abaft

measurements. In Linn's words "mmistiOns of *Validity are

questions for the soundness ef the interyletatial of'
measure ... Thus, it is the interpretation rather than the

meesurs that is velidsted. MessureMeht results Oily have

many interpretations which differ' ill tied'," 6004 of
validity end in the type of evidence rogoirdr for Alm
validation process" (Linn, 1979, p. 109). For thth Holton,

Messick states that content coverage is in imgettoot cn-

sideration In test construction ..nd interprtetioe WC It

dose not itself provide validity. His would prefer the tare

"content relevance" or "content representativeness, since

they do not really provide evidence for the validity of

the InterpretetIon of scores.

Popham (1978) uses the term domein-ssiction Villid-

ity° to refer to the question of how well tits results ob-

tained con be generalized to as misty other domains is

possible. It thus resembles constract velld1ty° to son
extent, although the letter is a mere theoretical concept.

Since testing for many reasons ought to be limited to

minimum, it Is important to mmesure such demising end use

such techniques which permit maximum genrllvition seises

domains of content. Domain - selection validity nen be

assessed by asking experts to give judgementt on the

relevance of selected domek.

Popham (1978) proposes the term 'descriptive Valid-

ity" to indicate the rptesnttiverWee of nonrated Con-

tent. In traditional norm-referenced testing no quntitt-
ive indices Ire tinselly given to describe content re-

presentett. nese (cf. 'retie 1). In criterion - referenced
testing, Judges can be used to assess to whet extent items

ere congruent with the test specification. Hiambiston

(1980) provides same useful methods for dole, this. !n

some arose, where it Is possible to specify completely

pool of vend test Items, the representtivenses of items

con be ensured by draying a rndom sample titan the item

pool. This wee the pocedure adopted when the present

author Studiid students' active end passive vocabulary of

English in the Finnish comprehensive school In 1979.

Hembleton (1980) um the term decision validity" to

refer to the decisions made on the basis of scores. Popham

(1978) uses the term "functional validity" in much the

same sense. Decision validity in criterion-referenced

testing is often related to standard setting (nininuen

pegging scores). Since that question le somewhat beyond

the scope of this paper it will not be dealt with further

in this context. A good review of decision-coneletency is

in ;tibkoviek (1980). Hembleton and Signor (1978) end

Walker (1978) review and assess standards and
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for evaluating criterion-referenced tests and toot
manuals.

6 Reliability es an Issue In Cr. .m- Referenced
Measurement

Traditional methods of estimating reliability in
norm-referenced measurement are usually based on correlat-
ional analyses where variance is a key concept. Since
there may be relatively little variltIon in the scores of
criterion-referenced tests, correlation-based estimates
may not be ideally suitable for the estimation of re-
l!ability.

As Berk (1980) has noted there are at least three
major conceptualiraticgia of criterion-referenced test re-
liability: 1) consistency of mastery- non - mastery decisions
across repeated measures with one teat form or parallel
test forms, 2) consistency of squared deviations of
individual scores frum the cut-off scores across parallel
or randomly parallel test forms, 3) consistency of
individual scores across parallel or randomly parallel
test forms.

Subkovirk (1980) gives a good survey of five methods
of determining decision-consistency reliability. Usually
only two statistics are used in this contexts N which
indicates the proportion of individuals consistently
classified es masters and non-mestere across parallel test
forme, and K , which estimates the proportion of individ-
uals consistently classified beyond that expected by
chance. Thus, Pb estimates the overall consistency whores'

estimates consistent.), due to testing alone. The bholca
of the inks has to be based on whether one wants nn
estimate of s II consistency of decisions for whatever
reason cr of the contribution of the test alone. In most
cases, it Is probably advisable to report both estimates.

Brennan (1980) reviews the cletnerellietallIty theory
approach to reliability, which builds on the work by Cron -
had, snd his associates (1972). Generalizability theory is
based on the analysis of variance model and fo,:uses on the
estimation of various variance componerts in different
types of test x items designs. Generalizability theory
allows for the existence of many types and sources of
error and It dots not require strictly parallel tests for
reliability estimation. Only randomly parallel tests are
required.

As in the rase of the decision - consistency approach,
there are two indices of reliability (or dependability):
04 provides an eJtunste of the dependability of mastery-
non-mastery decisions based on the testing procedure ()t

represents the cut-off score), and iff the "general purpose"
Index that is Independent of the cur-off score and which
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can be clod to estimate individual domain seers (i major
Interest In the present writer' study of the sime of
students' icily. end passive vocabulary). *(A le related
to the reliability of criterion-referenced ta2m:teree end

Is mmeociated with the reliability of in Int.
e stimates. The former intOcetes how closely the ccerei-Tir
any examinee can be xpec:ed to agree, the letter the
degree of agreement with chance greement remove4,0 thus
II(A) characterizes the dependability of decisions or
e stimates, based on the testing proosdure. Its megni.r tude
depends, in pert, on chance agreement. The ,ledasi chew-
o cterixes the contribution of the tooting precede's, I. the
dependability of decisions, over and above whet cantise ex-
pected on the basis of chsncs agreement (Brennan, IOU).

As In the case of the decision - consistency ppre0Oh,
It might be useful to give both estimates. Brennan (1110)
also strongly recannends that variance components too
should always be reported.

7 Discussion

Criterion-referenced measurement end nonnoreforeneed
measurement share m number of features. Am in several
other fields, for Instance, in curriculum construction,
new opprosch usually mean only new emphases. At first
than la a tendency to exaggerate differences. it is
possible that this Is inevitable when a new idea is
Introduced. Karl Popper has suggested that certein
dogmetImm may hove an important part to play in the
development of science, because giving up an idle too moon
may mean that itr merits and weaknesses are not given a
sufficienL chance of showing themselves. A scientist
should not be too ready to adopt new idea or to abandon
an old one without persisting in moms meendngly dogmatic
stance for some tine for the make of argument. we should
know how to play the believing and doubting wee in a
Warmed way.

Criterion-referenced measurement shows same chr-
cteristics of this Initial dogmatism. At first it was
categorically stated that CRN1does not need such concepts
as item and score variance; that empirical item analyses
acs not needed; that norm data should not hi gathered; end
that content validity Is the most Important pect of CRM.
It was soon admitted, however, that these claims worm
overstated. Item variance usually occurs and serves a use-
ful purpose In CRM testing as well as in ...arm- referenced
testing. Similarly, It was conceded that norm data are not
embarrassing for CHM. Ca the contrary, they add useful
Information and can help to Interpret how "good" is "good
e nough". A posteriori empirical Item analyses complement a
priori judgemental (rational- logical) Item analysis and
help to detect flawed Items. And, finally, content
validity Is not the all- Important consideration In CRM,
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While content representativeness is necessary charcter-
itic of ORM it does not guarantee the validity of inter-
pretations based on CRT scores.

Criterion-referenced measurement hes the special ad-
vantage that it provides an exact description of s per-
son's performance level in n entire domain and not ooiy
on the presented items. Several requirements must be ful-
filled before such an interpretation is possible. First,
there has to be a detailed decrWion of the measured
domain. Second, there must be a detailed description of
the Instrument, which includes the specification of the
stimulus and response parts and of the scoring system.
Third, items must be generated that have a high item-
objective congruence end which ere also representative
random or stratified random sample from the item pool. If

ORM is used for program evaluation there must also be
representative sample of students from the entire populat-
ion. In the latter case it is advisable to ust matrix
sanpling with several parallel test versions rotated in
the class.

One of the greatest attractions of CF34 for the pre-
sent writer is its emphasis on the conceptualization of
measured domains. This lends support to his personal
claim, which goes back I years, that one of the
greatest obstacles for the development of teaching Is the
lack of theoretically sound conceptualizations of the
units and processes in learning particular subject
matter. He would, therefore, fully agree with the view
recently put forward by Popham:

When created oy Instructionally astute developers,
criterion-referenced test can lay out so lucidly
set of teachable skills that the test itself becomes
potent force fur instructional improvement. Instead

of being an afterthought for use at the close of in-

struction, properly conceptualized criterion-refer-
enced test can stimulate measurement- driven instruct-
ional enhancement. Test developers cal, literally
create test items so that they agree with one or more
instructionally powerful explanatory constructs which
teachers can then employ during their lessons ...

This sort of focused instructional enterprise is not

reching-_to:the:test in the negative sense that one
teaches tower a particular set of test items.
Rather, this approach constitutes techIng-to=the-
skill, highly effective end thoroughly deTensfETe
TrIstructional strategy" (Popham, 1981, pp. 106-107).

Thus it might be that "the testing tell wagging the
teschiny dog" may not be such a problem or the embarrass-
ment it is often taken to be if the tail Is fully compat-
ible with the dog. The present writer's personal experi-
ence with curriculun construction end evaluation, and with
the in-service education of teachers in Finland suggests
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that the most effective and fastest way to precuts &M.'.
able changes In teaching Is to make sure that tooting and

tests display the cluiroctoristle of desirable Student

performance. Tests are the most concrete way, of ignalla
to teachers and students what the desirable content
forme of learning ors.

Focusing on tooting May be Nets ffeftt:VO than flood
ing on curricula and teaching materials since testing bee

more limited scope end it is, therefore, possible to
produce vary carefully constructed toots that are, In

sense, modules of teaching. Such toots Van effevo an

e xample for preparing units of teaching and fee in
dlvldual lesson*. By concentrating on Important Spells Of
the subject motto'. It Is possible to produce fluchmodeloo
which can also servo as a stimulus for textbook writers.

While individual units and maSulos do not oenstituto en

e ntire syllabus, they are useful wholes as such oad elm
servo as ucful models. Proc.:Ica, experience shows that it

1, much more difficult to seek to concoptunlito I *Mira
curriculen with *Miller rigor end It In also s Is teak

to produce a textbook package with a similarly r sletent

approach. Thus tasting may, Indeed, be sensible stetting

point and load to Improved curricula and textbooks. At the

very least, the potential contribution of work done within
tasting and measurement to curric_Aum design and instruct-

ion should not be ignored.

If we continuo to do serious mark on testing, Imi eon

move from what ewe might describe es the modern test
cult" more and more towards "test culture. Test culture

Is characterized by several desirable features. first,

than Is an awareness of the Importance of knowing ohy erne

Is tasting In the first place. Second, theta is an swore-

n,ez of the problems of how valid Interpretations (con-

cluv:;..,0 yen 6. nude on the basis of obtained, mere or

Isle rllobl, scores. Third, there Is an awareness f
problems of the gonsralizability of tha results to the

whole content universe and to the whole student populat-

ion. Fourth, and finally, there Is an bsonco of dogmatism
and taboos concrniag test typos. Test culture Is mature

when we r swore of ovary aspect of testing and evaluat-
ion being riddled with problems but we are only pleased to

have been obis to roach such a level of swotenos.
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